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OPINION

WILKINSON, Chief Judge:

Kenneth Zeran brought this action against America Online, Inc.
("AOL"), arguing that AOL unreasonably delayed in removing
defamatory messages posted by an unidentified third party, refused to
post retractions of those messages, and failed to screen for similar
postings thereafter. The district court granted judgment for AOL on
the grounds that the Communications Decency Act of 1996 ("CDA")
-- 47 U.S.C. § 230 -- bars Zeran's claims. Zeran appeals, arguing
that § 230 leaves intact liability for interactive computer service pro-
viders who possess notice of defamatory material posted through their
services. He also contends that § 230 does not apply here because his
claims arise from AOL's alleged negligence prior to the CDA's enact-
ment. Section 230, however, plainly immunizes computer service pro-
viders like AOL from liability for information that originates with
third parties. Furthermore, Congress clearly expressed its intent that
§ 230 apply to lawsuits, like Zeran's, instituted after the CDA's enact-
ment. Accordingly, we affirm the judgment of the district court.

I.

"The Internet is an international network of interconnected comput-
ers," currently used by approximately 40 million people worldwide.
Reno v. ACLU, 117 S. Ct. 2329, 2334 (1997). One of the many means
by which individuals access the Internet is through an interactive
computer service. These services offer not only a connection to the
Internet as a whole, but also allow their subscribers to access informa-
tion communicated and stored only on each computer service's indi-
vidual proprietary network. Id. AOL is just such an interactive
computer service. Much of the information transmitted over its net-
work originates with the company's millions of subscribers. They
may transmit information privately via electronic mail, or they may
communicate publicly by posting messages on AOL bulletin boards,
where the messages may be read by any AOL subscriber.
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The instant case comes before us on a motion for judgment on the
pleadings, see Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c), so we accept the facts alleged in
the complaint as true. Bruce v. Riddle, 631 F.2d 272, 273 (4th Cir.
1980). On April 25, 1995, an unidentified person posted a message
on an AOL bulletin board advertising "Naughty Oklahoma T-Shirts."
The posting described the sale of shirts featuring offensive and taste-
less slogans related to the April 19, 1995, bombing of the Alfred P.
Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City. Those interested in pur-
chasing the shirts were instructed to call "Ken" at Zeran's home
phone number in Seattle, Washington. As a result of this anony-
mously perpetrated prank, Zeran received a high volume of calls,
comprised primarily of angry and derogatory messages, but also
including death threats. Zeran could not change his phone number
because he relied on its availability to the public in running his busi-
ness out of his home. Later that day, Zeran called AOL and informed
a company representative of his predicament. The employee assured
Zeran that the posting would be removed from AOL's bulletin board
but explained that as a matter of policy AOL would not post a retrac-
tion. The parties dispute the date that AOL removed this original post-
ing from its bulletin board.

On April 26, the next day, an unknown person posted another mes-
sage advertising additional shirts with new tasteless slogans related to
the Oklahoma City bombing. Again, interested buyers were told to
call Zeran's phone number, to ask for "Ken," and to "please call back
if busy" due to high demand. The angry, threatening phone calls
intensified. Over the next four days, an unidentified party continued
to post messages on AOL's bulletin board, advertising additional
items including bumper stickers and key chains with still more offen-
sive slogans. During this time period, Zeran called AOL repeatedly
and was told by company representatives that the individual account
from which the messages were posted would soon be closed. Zeran
also reported his case to Seattle FBI agents. By April 30, Zeran was
receiving an abusive phone call approximately every two minutes.

Meanwhile, an announcer for Oklahoma City radio station KRXO
received a copy of the first AOL posting. On May 1, the announcer
related the message's contents on the air, attributed them to "Ken" at
Zeran's phone number, and urged the listening audience to call the
number. After this radio broadcast, Zeran was inundated with death
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threats and other violent calls from Oklahoma City residents. Over the
next few days, Zeran talked to both KRXO and AOL representatives.
He also spoke to his local police, who subsequently surveilled his
home to protect his safety. By May 14, after an Oklahoma City news-
paper published a story exposing the shirt advertisements as a hoax
and after KRXO made an on-air apology, the number of calls to
Zeran's residence finally subsided to fifteen per day.

Zeran first filed suit on January 4, 1996, against radio station
KRXO in the United States District Court for the Western District of
Oklahoma. On April 23, 1996, he filed this separate suit against AOL
in the same court. Zeran did not bring any action against the party
who posted the offensive messages.1 After Zeran's suit against AOL
was transferred to the Eastern District of Virginia pursuant to 28
U.S.C. § 1404(a), AOL answered Zeran's complaint and interposed
47 U.S.C. § 230 as an affirmative defense. AOL then moved for judg-
ment on the pleadings pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c). The district
court granted AOL's motion, and Zeran filed this appeal.

II.

A.

Because § 230 was successfully advanced by AOL in the district
court as a defense to Zeran's claims, we shall briefly examine its
operation here. Zeran seeks to hold AOL liable for defamatory speech
initiated by a third party. He argued to the district court that once he
notified AOL of the unidentified third party's hoax, AOL had a duty
to remove the defamatory posting promptly, to notify its subscribers
of the message's false nature, and to effectively screen future defama-
tory material. Section 230 entered this litigation as an affirmative
defense pled by AOL. The company claimed that Congress immu-
nized interactive computer service providers from claims based on
information posted by a third party.
_________________________________________________________________
1 Zeran maintains that AOL made it impossible to identify the original
party by failing to maintain adequate records of its users. The issue of
AOL's record keeping practices, however, is not presented by this
appeal.
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The relevant portion of § 230 states: "No provider or user of an
interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or
speaker of any information provided by another information content
provider." 47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(1).2 By its plain language, § 230 creates
a federal immunity to any cause of action that would make service
providers liable for information originating with a third-party user of
the service. Specifically, § 230 precludes courts from entertaining
claims that would place a computer service provider in a publisher's
role. Thus, lawsuits seeking to hold a service provider liable for its
exercise of a publisher's traditional editorial functions -- such as
deciding whether to publish, withdraw, postpone or alter content --
are barred.

The purpose of this statutory immunity is not difficult to discern.
Congress recognized the threat that tort-based lawsuits pose to free-
dom of speech in the new and burgeoning Internet medium. The
imposition of tort liability on service providers for the communica-
tions of others represented, for Congress, simply another form of
intrusive government regulation of speech. Section 230 was enacted,
in part, to maintain the robust nature of Internet communication and,
accordingly, to keep government interference in the medium to a
minimum. In specific statutory findings, Congress recognized the
Internet and interactive computer services as offering "a forum for a
true diversity of political discourse, unique opportunities for cultural
development, and myriad avenues for intellectual activity." Id.
§ 230(a)(3). It also found that the Internet and interactive computer
services "have flourished, to the benefit of all Americans, with a mini-
_________________________________________________________________
2 Section 230 defines "interactive computer service" as "any informa-
tion service, system, or access software provider that provides or enables
computer access by multiple users to a computer server, including specif-
ically a service or system that provides access to the Internet and such
systems operated or services offered by libraries or educational institu-
tions." 47 U.S.C. § 230(e)(2). The term"information content provider"
is defined as "any person or entity that is responsible, in whole or in part,
for the creation or development of information provided through the
Internet or any other interactive computer service." Id. § 230(e)(3). The
parties do not dispute that AOL falls within the CDA's "interactive com-
puter service" definition and that the unidentified third party who posted
the offensive messages here fits the definition of an "information content
provider."
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